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Obsessing on Lucas...

Why doesn’t capital flow from rich to poor countries?

Evidence on returns to capital:

• Interest rates, particularly microfinance

— Lots of borrowing at rates between 40% and 100%

• Direct evidence from production function estimates, or similar

— e.g., Banerjee and Duflo; a set of RPED studies from Africa



• In Ghana,

— Schündeln (2008 WP). Uses Olley/Pakes and Levinsohn/Petrin ap-
proach to estimate production functions for firms in presence of capital
constraints; returns on the order of 50 - 150%

— Anagol and Udry (2006 AER PP). Uses relative prices of short- vs
long-lasting durable goods to estimate opportunity cost of capital in
informal sector. Estimate is 60% .

• Variation in returns

— Banerjee and Munshi (2004 REStud)

• Review of recent micro evidence on 2 financial frictions at the heart of
equilibrium models of distribution and growth



Financial frictions, poverty and occu-
pational choice
Standard model (Banerjee/Newman (1993); Galor and Zeira (1993); Lloyd-
Ellis and Bernhardt (2000); Jeong and Townsend (2008); Buera (2008) has
something like

( ) = max


( ) + (− )

subject to  ≤ Ω( )

where ( ) = ( )− () and Ω describes the financial frictions.

Or,

( ) =  + 

(and most versions also have a subsistance sector)



BN have a nice simple model of Ω :

Borrow 

Pay back: () + (1 + )− (1 + )

Reneg: keep ()− 

So, obviously,

 ≤ +


1 + 


High wealth, high ability types become entreps, others choose between working
for a wage and subsisting. Good t, low a types constrained out of entrepre-
neurship.



Financial frictions, risk and investment
Greenwood-Jovanovic (1990 JPE); see Townsend-Ueda impementation. In-
complete insurance and risk aversion lead to inability to capture gain of high
risk/high return investments.

Model

Start with standard prefs:

(0 0 ) ≡ 1

∞X
=1

−1((−1 −1 ))

where  =  −  −  ∗ (join financial system)



safe tech returns 

risky tech returns  =  +  (where  is aggregate shock,  iid)

• If individual is not in financial sector, invests proportion  in the risky
tech, so

+1 = ( + (1− ))

Thus +1 +1 depend on history of shocks through 

• If individual is in financial sector, saves  in bank, which completely
smooths all idiosyncratic shocks. Fixed cost of entry into financial sector
, get interest rate () = max( ) For these guys, +1 = ().



Household chooses  = (  ) ( is a dummy for participation in financial
system)

• Notice how simple the model is. No GE stuff going on in the financial
sector

• But returns do depend on wealth (through portfolio choice and entry into
financial sector)

• Ψ
¡
0; 

¢
≡ (+1 ≤ 0| = )

•  determines  so in principle we can calculate Ψ (and TU do...)



• Eventually, of course, (almost) everyone joins the financial system. Steady
state distribution only happens then

• Key micro mechanism is that guys outside the formal financial sector are
subject to ideosyncratic shocks  when investing in risky, high return ac-
tivity



Which financial frictions matter?
Experimental evidence can distinguish between alternative models.

Preferences
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Alternative environments



1. Complete Markets
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with   the variables subject to experimental manipulation.

actuarial fairness implies  =  (assured by arbitrage between  and )
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2. Capital Constraints

add  ≥ 0

(need to eliminate  as well, but maintain idea of insurance....)

So
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when  ≥ 0 binds,
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3. Imperfect insurance
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4. Binding capital constraints plus imperfect insurance

with  = 0,
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and simple IFT implies




 0 





(because  is the only way to transfer resources across periods).



Experimental Evidence on capital con-
straints and inperfect insurance

• De Mel, McKenzie, and Woodruff (2008 QJE and 2009 AEJ: Applied)

$100-$200 grants to a random subset of ≈ 700 small enterprises in Sri
Lanka



rate of return ≈ 50%, lots of variation.



• Crépon, Devoto, Duflo, Parienté (2011 WP)

— MFI expansion in rural Morocco, associated with doubling of borrowing

— Cultivation output increased by 25%, profits by 50%

— Livestock output increased by 10%, no change in profits

— No change in non-farm enterprises

— Reduction in wage labor



• Kaboski, Townsend (forthcoming, Econometrica; 2011 WP)

— Million-Baht Fund program in ≈ 60 Thai villages

— per-capita magnitude varies inversely with village size; borrowing in-
creases 1-1 with program

— consumption also increases (1-1?), but only in intial years





• — business and labor market income increase; but no entry

— wages increase



• Banerjee, Duflo, Glennerster and Kinnan (2010 WP)

— Expansion of urban MFI in Hyderabad

— increases borrowing

— New businesses established



no effect on avg consumption, but durable expenditure increases (and non-
durable decreases) among hhs likely to start a business



• Karlan and Zinman (2011, Science)

— expanded credit supply in the Philippines by randomizing credit score
cut-off

— Negative effects on business investment



• Berge, Bjorvatn, Tungodden (2011 WP)

— Grants of $80-100 to small businesses in Dar es Salaam, among existing
borrowers of an MFI

• — and no impact on profits





• Fafchamps, McKenzie, Quinn, Woodruff (2011 WP)

— Grants of ≈ $120 to small enterprises in Accra, Ghana





• Karlan, Knight and Udry (2011 WP)

— Grants of ≈$150 to tailors in Accra, Ghana





• Karlen, Osei, Osei-Akoto, Udry

— No evidence of capital constraints:



Pattern of investment corresponds to incomplete insurance, but no increase in
profit



Observations

1. Agriculture looks different

(a) No evidence of binding credit constraints

(b) In Ghana, people find resources to invest when future insurance is
provided

(c) No evidence that these investments are highly profitable. Are there
other returns?



2. Businesses have very mixed results

(a) Sri Lanka, Hyderabad, Ghana — business investment responsive to cap-
ital grants, eased access to finance

(b) Morocco, Philippeans, Thailand, Tanzania — business investment, star-
tups unresponsive to finance.

i. indeed, in Thailand, looks like asset growth might fall as buffer stocks
are drawn down when credit constraints are loosened

(c) Very, very weak evidence on profitability, except in Sri Lanka and some
Ghana businesses

3. Are we looking at the wrong businesses?


